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LETTER FROM
THE CHAIR

It has been an honor to serve as Chair of the

Theory Section over the past year, but it surely

has been an unusual experience: by the time the

Chair-elect takes on this position, my job will

have been fully virtual, bookended by two online

ASA meetings, and consisting exclusively of

virtual engagements—from email

announcements to zoom meetings. 

This will not surprise any of you, as academia as

a whole has moved online for the duration of the

pandemic. And I am tempted to add, perhaps this

is just a harbinger of things to come—as we

rethink our carbon footprint, consider equity of

access to conferences, and negotiate the

increased role of technology in our research and

professional lives, among many other things,

virtual engagements will be here to stay. Or

perhaps, like our students, we have become too

alienated by online meetings, and the broader

range of technologically mediated rituals, with

the weaker forms of solidarity  that they

produce: rather than “taking stock,” we will

happily jump back into our pre-pandemic  

lives, and Zoom will soon become a distant

memory. Regardless, I hope the ASA will be an

opportunity to talk among ourselves about

what comes after crisis—and, more

profoundly, whether crisis really ever ends,

whether it is a useful analytical category to

begin with, whether even something as global

as a pandemic should be framed as an

exceptional case, or situated within a larger

family of crisis-events…And, once/if we do

return to face-to-face events, I also hope to get

a chance to personally thank the many

colleagues who have contributed to the

livelihood of the section during this very

difficult year.

But, much as I enjoyed this opportunity to

focus our attention on a set of analytical

questions pertaining to crisis, one of

responsibilities that comes from serving as

Chair is to keep the section going, so to speak

—to provide the theory community with a

sense of continuity and ongoing engagement. 

Simone Polillo
University of Virginia
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And, if the exercise is successful, this is

perhaps something the Theory Section will

repeat in the future, focusing on different

courses, undergraduate classes, or other

aspects of interest to our community. I’ll

send out more details soon in an email

announcement. I look forward to “seeing”

many of you at the ASA and I hope you

enjoy this new issue of Perspectives.

And to this effect, I want to highlight one

such element of continuity: a new initiative

that Theory Council first, and a smaller

working group later, have been discussing

and preparing over the past few weeks—a

survey of our members’ pedagogical

approaches to graduate seminars in classical

theory, that I hope we will be able to launch

before the beginning of the ASA meetings,

and then analyze and discuss during the fall. 

The idea for a survey of how classical theory

is taught springs from ongoing conversations

about the canon and its exclusions that

emerged in the context of racial justice

protests last summer. The survey will be a

means of collecting data on our teaching

practices—who do we include in our syllabi?

How do we contextualize classical

sociological insights? How do we

teach/contextualize/reframe (or reject) the

canon? How do we think about canonization?

There will be questions to assess the degree to

which our syllabi have changed in the wake

of last year’s mobilization; and to get a sense

of the institutional aspects of teaching theory

—how does theory fit in the broader graduate

curriculum? What does the teaching of

theory look like in different departments? 

I hope you will participate in this exercise—it

will be both a moment of collective self-

reflection and a way of better fleshing out

and appreciating our multiple ways of

teaching theory, gaining systematic insights

on the state of our pedagogy. 

PERSPECTIVES |  JULY 2021
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Performance and Populism
In Conversation with Isaac Ariail Reed and Adam Slez 

by Ioana Sendroiu

Harvard University

 My first comment to Isaac comes out of 

 Adam’s deeply evocative field-based

argument, that populism was a matter of the

transformation of physical space as the

American state expanded and developed

westward. More specifically, I have a

chicken/egg question for the actor/rector

pairing. The simplest way out of the dilemma

is to argue that they define themselves

through their relationship, but is that not

ultimately a field explanation? In this case, a

field would perhaps imply a new situation

whereby an actor/rector relationship can be

constructed or elaborated, so what is

happening is a new 

The following is a version of the comments I

shared in response to Adam Slez and Isaac

Ariail Reed’s presentations during the

February 25th meeting of Comparative

Historical Analysis and Theory (CHAT). Their

presentations were based on their recent

books, and a recording of the event can be

found here (link). I am grateful to both for the

opportunity, and for their engagement with

my comments. What I tried to do, through my

comments, was to read each book through the

prism of the other.

Coming first to Isaac Ariail Reed’s new book,

Power in Modernity: Agency Relations and the

Creative Destruction of the King’s Two Bodies

(2020), my goal was to attach a new empirical

case (populism) to his model of power

relations. This model, elaborated in a

deceptively simple way, sees actor bound to

rector, putting into action projects authored

by rector. The model also includes other, who

has various interpretations and uses, but

effectively exists outside the project of the

actor/rector pair, and so whose action—or

whose own projects or motivations—can be

unintelligible to actor and rector.

Dr. Sendroiu is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow at the

Weatherhead Center for International Affairs at

Harvard University.

https://comparativehistorical.org/events/past-events/


Dr. Isaac Reed is Professor of Sociology at the

University of Virginia. He is the author of 'Power in

Modernity: Agency Relations and the Creative

Destruction of the Kings Two Bodies' (2020). 

Dr. Adam Slez is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the

University of Virginia. He is the author of 'The Making

of the Populist Movement: State, Market, and Party on

the Western Frontier' (2020). 

place or new time performatively imagined into

being through the actor/rector pair. Indeed,

perhaps this echoes Adam’s thinking about

populism as an attempt to get “fresh action” into

an ossified, static field (Slez 2020: 225; see also

White 2008).

My second and related question surrounds who

counts as actor versus who counts as other. Per

Adam (here building on Bart Bonikowski’s work,

e.g., Bonikowski and Gidron 2016), populism is

driven by marginalized elites who have nothing to

lose by questioning the legitimacy of the whole

political game. But are these populists other, or

actor? Both are interesting possibilities.

If they are other, then Power in Modernity would

perhaps see them as both other and a competing

rector with their own projects. But maybe there is

space here for thinking hrough the accrual of

competing rector-hood, inasmuch as the populist 

project gains ground and starts making political

gains. Can alterity be thought through as a

space for gaining power, rather than either

having or not having it?

The other alternative, of populists as actors, is

perhaps closer empirically to the picture

painted by Adam, of the populists as (less

powerful, somehow marginalized) members of

the state-building project. If populists are

actors, then what they’re doing is not

contesting rector's authorship of the state-

building project, but attacking the legitimacy of

the project itself. This seems somehow

different to how power contestation is

portrayed in Power in Modernity. After all, most

revolutionaries took the office of the King very

seriously, even as they contested his control of

the state (see also Walzer  1992). Populists,

meanwhile, attack the state-building process

from within, seeking – in often contradictory
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ways – to both control the state, and to tear it

down. Perhaps this is simply a reinterpretation

of the state-building project, but even if so, it is

an especially disdainful one. How, then, can we

theorize the populist ethos of questioning the

legitimacy of the whole political project? Where

might it fit with how agency relations are

contested?

Now I will turn to Adam Slez’s new book, The

Making of the Populist Movement: State, Market,

and Party, which links the rise of electoral

populism to changes in the physical

environment resulting from the expansion of

state and market over the course of the late

nineteenth century. The Making of the Populist

Movement elaborates a field-theoretic

understanding of populism that is both elegant

and convincing.

 

I agree that effective definitions of populism

need to highlight field positions, with ideology

or policy ideas embroidered on top in a way

that is context-specific (this is how both Bernie

Sanders and Donald Trump are populists). But

as a set of power relations emerging and

shifting through the building of boundaries,

what is implied, to build off Power in Modernity,

is not only mastery of space, but time. A rector

or would-be rector projects a certain idea of the

future, and that is part of how power gets

elaborated. Indeed, temporality—especially

through imaginaries of the future—is not only

a dimension of power relations, but also a

peculiar and important element of ideology.

This, for stance, is the case with the American

Dream, which is certainly implicated in today’s

right-wing populism (Hochschild 2016). But

this is even the case for the idea of the frontier,

 

which allows for the vertiginous creation of

boundaries that Adam evocatively describes.

As a trope, the frontier was almost always

about a forever mutable open boundary, and

arguably became explicitly temporal once

expansion south or west was no longer

possible, and so the frontier became about

technological advances, or landing on the

moon, or freedom/democracy in the world,

etc. (Grandin 2019).

Put differently, populism is surely about the

contesting of a power system by those who

feel and/or exist outside of it—the virtuous

people against the evil elite—but might this

not mean that it's also about elaborating an

alternative idea of space and time? As Isaac

puts it, you need “models of the world and

models for the world" (Reed 2020: 34).

More broadly, perhaps the ability to make

populist claims is a performative, cultural

process that becomes meaningful in time,

changing shape as meanings change? Rather

than being able to look at a snapshot of a

field’s power distribution and determine

whether it is populist or not, perhaps there is a

performativity to power and to boundaries,

which get built up rather than being self-

evident from the start.  Indeed, the way

boundaries are elaborated in The Making of

the Populist Movement is an example of this

sort of temporal build-up, inasmuch as

boundaries are not obvious but instead

mutable, and so they do a lot of political work.

But this could be especially important in

terms of who gets to credibly wield populist

rhetoric, which Adam convincingly argues is a

matter of a disgruntled elite being
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perceived as structurally analogous to would-be

constituents within a particular political field. Might this

sense of analogy require a political performance in order to

get buy-in from the constituents in question?

 

Maybe, then, I am asking variations of the same question—

in terms of projected futures or performativity—which are

ultimately about the project being elaborated by populists

as they’re laying claim to a particular field position or

definition. There are important limits to our ability to

conceptualize and operationalize populism in a way that is

meaningful or consistent across contexts, without

essentializing, but perhaps there is conceptual space for

these to fit together.
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Watch the Flash
Talk on the CHAT
website (link)

Find out more about Dr. Slez's

book here (link).

Find out more about Dr. Reed's

book here (link).

https://comparativehistorical.org/events/past-events/
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-making-of-the-populist-movement-9780190090500?cc=us&lang=en&
https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/P/bo48408506.html


Demar F. Lewis IV is a PhD Candidate in Sociology

and African American Studies at Yale University.

Theory and Public Sociology
An Interview with Demar Lewis 
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Thanks for speaking with us about social theory

and public sociology! Let's start at the beginning -

will you tell us about your work? 

 

My work leverages multiple methods to broadly

examine a) the social structure of lynching in the

United States, b) how historical racial violence has

shaped contemporary social inequities in American

cities, c) structural catalysts of fatal police violence,

and d) to understand how Black Americans’ safety

priorities influence their visions for community

safety. In my work on U.S. lynching, I strive to

connect diverse histories and insights about 19th

and 20th Century U.S. lynchings in an effort to

expand how we understand lynching as a national

cultural object. 

The work I do on community safety is substantially

different. Typically research and policy

conversations about community safety in the 21st

Century focus almost exclusively on perceptions of

police and their ability to respond to/prevent crime

and violence. While these discussions are

important, my dissertation project strives to reveal

the extent to which Black people think beyond

these domains when identifying the primary

concerns that are materially affecting the health

and vibrancy of their communities. Although these

conversations have gained a lot of  attention in

2020 following the murders of George Floyd,

Breonna Taylor, and countless other victims of

fatal police violence, there are

other cities in the United States who have

been grappling with the issues underlying this

movement and the consequences of proposed

21st Century remedies for structural police

reform for more than two decades. Thus, my

dissertation selects one of these cities as a

field site where I interview and survey a

diverse constituency of Black residents to see

how they make sense of these issues and

envision what it will take to address the needs

and inequities in their city and

neighborhoods (whether or not those visions

include the police).

How does your work theoretically,

analytically, or methodologically engage the

public? And relatedly, what is your vision for

a public sociology? 



 My vision for public sociology is similar to the central ethos of the Du Boisian Scholars Network: to be

an academic discipline that “seeks to enact emancipatory change both within and beyond the academy,

advance a critical intellectual agenda, collaborate with communities and movements”, and leverage

institutional resources to build sustainable support for this work. I believe that our discipline has the

ability to advance academic knowledge in ways which does not come at the expense of the

communities and populations that we research, and that our research can lend itself to supporting

community-led organizations, initiatives, and movements. 

I believe that sociology as a discipline must perpetually reconcile with the harms that members of our

community have historically produced, in addition to interrogating the ways that the discipline still

perpetuates white supremacist, racist, homophobic, xenophobic, paternalistic, and colonial logics. To

do this work, we have to engage audiences beyond academic peer-review circles and embody a

commitment to reflexivity and perpetual process-improvement which currently does not exist in

American society writ large. 

Additionally, my vision for public sociology leaves ample room for participating in progressive policy

advocacy to improve the material conditions facing people in racially-minoritized and resource-

deprived communities that many of us live, work, or play in.

The ASA Theory section is engaged in a rigorous debate about the sociological theory canon, and

how to teach social theory. How has this debate shaped your work, and how you approach public

sociology?

The ongoing debates about who should be included in the sociological canon have been extremely

influential to my development as a sociologist and intradisciplinary scholar. After first being exposed

to discussions surrounding Aldon Morris’ The Scholar Denied in 2016 while a master’s student at U-

Michigan, I came to my PhD program at Yale in 2017 looking to engage with the work of other

sociologists who had been “denied”, effectively, due to a) their controversial views—in some cases—or

b) their unapologetic commitment to practicing a sociology that was accessible and useful for

addressing the material concerns of Black communities. W.E.B. Du Bois certainly makes this list, as do

pioneering sociologists like Ida B. Wells, Monroe Work, Anna Julia Cooper, and Oliver Cox (among

others). I am drawn to this specific tradition of sociology and entities like the Du Boisian Scholars

Network because the material concerns of Black communities that I am a part of—and have

encountered—across the U.S. galvanized me to become an academic. 

While I am still learning how to embody my diverse commitments to the academy and community

stakeholders, I am committed to being a sociologist that tends to praxis as I think through the

epistemological framing and practical implications of my academic work.
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Demar F. Lewis IV is
 a PhD Candidate in Sociology & African American Studies at Yale University. 

He recently received an Honorable Mention for the 2021 ASA Theory Section’s Best Graduate Student

Paper Award for his paper “Troubling America’s Historical Waters: Towards the Transdisciplinary Study

of U.S. Lynchings as an Active Present.” Currently, Demar is a member of Cohort 3 of the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation’s Health Policy Research Scholars Program and the Spencer Cohort of the Institute

for Critical, Quantitative, Computational, & Mixed Methodologies. (Link to read more)

Your work engages in community partnerships

as a methodological strategy. Can you tell us

about these partnerships?

I’m not going to name all of my partners,

specifically, but I can certainly tell you about

different approaches I’ve used to develop

community partnerships and the outcomes of

some of those processes. In New Haven, for

instance, many of the community partners I have

are people that I have connected with in

organizing spaces over the past few years. About a

year ago I had an opportunity to co-produce a

research report for a task force in CT that

identified ways municipalities could reallocate

financial resources to more effectively meet the

needs of residents in CT’s 169 municipalities.

Here, the relationships that I had with organizers

and community leaders were central to generating

the policy recommendations that our research

team ultimately made to Connecticut legislators -

they were verbatim what
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my partners asked for. Likewise, some of the

community partnerships I have for my dissertation

have been developed through organic

conversations about our values and opportunities

for knowledge sharing once I’ve completed my

data collection and (preliminary) analysis. One

thing I’ve learned about doing this work is that

reciprocity is everything—if you cannot articulate

how the work you’re doing can create value for

your prospective community partner, do not

expect them to go out of their way to help you. But

if you find that there is value alignment and you

can do something that’s mutually-beneficial,

you’ve got a shot to make something happen.

https://sociology.yale.edu/people/demar-lewis


A Pragmatist Semiotic Approach
to Racist Interactions

An Interview with Stefan Timmermans and Iddo Tavory
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Perspectives Editor Vasfiye Toprak interviewed Stefan Timmermans and Iddo Tavory to discuss their

recent article, “Racist Encounters: A Pragmatist Semiotic Analysis of Interaction,” published in

Sociological Theory (linked here). In the paper, Timmermans and Tavory develop a pragmatist semiotic

approach to analyzing racial interactions, and specifically focus on how racial hierarchies are constituted

or resisted in interactions.

Perspectives Editors (PE): In your paper, you

focus on how generalization and specification –

what you call upshifting and downshifting –

constitute racial hierarchies or resist them. Can

you tell us a bit more about how the idea for this

paper emerged, and how you developed the

idea to connect the racial interaction literature

with pragmatist semiotics?

Stefan Timmermans (ST): We have both been

working on abduction in a methodological

context as an analytical mode of inference for

theory discovery. We drew on abduction from

Peirce, as an alternative to the induction debate

discussed in grounded theory. That opened up

our reading to Peirce; because we are both

interactional sociologists, we became intrigued

by his semiotic framework. We looked around in

sociology for people who have been using this

kind of semiotic approach, and there’s been very

little work. Most of the semiotics in sociology is

influenced by the French de Saussure school. 

We started to think about Peirce’s analytic

potential. We wanted to use Peirce’s conceptual

framework and ideas, bring them into sociology,

and see how far we can stretch them.

This is a paper that has been rewritten perhaps

25 times. In one early version, we actually used a

hypothetical example. We had an example of

somebody dropping a towel and a partner

making a comment after taking a shower, and

then we showed how this imagined interaction

escalated. But we became dissatisfied, so we

looked for a real case study. This was a time

when racist rants were really in the news and we

immediately started thinking how the Peircian

ideas could be applied to that. Then we dived

deep into the racial discursive literature and we

saw an opportunity to build and add another set

of conceptual tools that could be really useful. 

Once we got into that, we also noticed that there

is a feedback loop. There’s a way that the racial 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0735275120961414
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0735275120961414
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discursive literature highlights ingrained power

differences that semioticians might not be

sensitive to and that are absolutely critical

because, as we show in the paper, if you

downshift as a police officer, or if you downshift

as a person being targeted by the police, the

semiotic opportunities for doing that successfully

are radically different. That’s how these pieces

came together.

PE: You state in your paper that sociology is

currently undergoing a “pragmatist revival”

(297)? What led to this revival? We are curious to

learn how you would situate your own work,

specifically the paper we are discussing today,

within this revival?

Iddo Tavory (IT): There are a few different

streams in this pragmatist revival. American

sociology has strong pragmatist roots evident in

early Chicago school, and then in interactionism,

but we can also see pragmatist resonances in

American sociology of culture. Think, for

example, of Ann Swidler’s metaphor of the

cultural toolkit. 

Nowadays, one important avenue is the attempts

to get at causal pathways that underpin social

phenomena. Pragmatism offers ways to get at

such processes by offering a theoretical

relationship between problem-solving, habit and

creativity. Writers such as Neil Gross, Robert

Jansen, Hans Joas, or Eliasoph and Lichterman

have really productively focused on the idea of

problem situations and how people live through

them. Then, another current stream is a

methodological one, which leads us to think

about what we are doing as social scientists. Here

we can think about writers such as Richard 

Swedberg, and ourselves; this is a

reconceptualization of epistemology and

methodology of social sciences. 

This work, for many sociologists, also fits well

with the interest that people have in the work of

Bourdieu and the question of the construction of

habit or habitus, which is, for a lot of cultural

sociologists, an incredibly important resource.

Pragmatism offers a much more flexible and

perhaps more useful way of thinking about

habit. In a way, that’s part of what we are

reacting to in the article -- many researchers nod

to “pragmatism” ritualistically, but then

immediately turn to Bourdieu. That’s fine, but

it’s a missed opportunity. So, in that regard, what

we are trying to do in this paper is to see how far

we can push our thinking on problem solving in

action if we remain within the pragmatist

tradition. We found we can push it pretty far and

see things that we can’t see otherwise, which, to

us, makes it worth it. 

ST: There’s also a Dewey stream that has always

been very strong and that is not as much

pragmatist theoretical, but pragmatist

substantive, as in education research and some

of the social welfare research. The Dewey school

is not part of the revival, but this stream has

always been present. You can also find strong

traces of semiotics in Bruno Latour’s work; he

doesn’t use the vocabulary necessarily, but

there’s a strong semiotic pragmatist streak

running through his work. I think this is also one

of those places where there are opportunities for

a much more explicit engagement.
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PE: We are most often used to reading

about/thinking about pragmatism in relation to

action, and not so much in relation to

interaction, and your paper lays out very clearly

how a pragmatist semiotic analysis of

interaction can take place, and the realm of

possible explanations that it opens us. Do you

see a difference between the two – action and

interaction? And if yes, how would your theory

relate to action in particular?

IT: Pragmatism, especially for Peirce and Mead,

is interactional. For Peirce, it’s the idea that part

of the semiotic process is how it's taken up by

ourselves and by others. The unfortunate term

he came up with, the “interpretant,” denotes this

kind of movement. For Mead, that’s obvious in

the conversation of gestures, the development of

the self etc. This is something that is important

for both of us. Theoretically, this is part of who

we are, and how we were trained: Stefan through

Leigh Star; myself through Stefan and Jack Katz.

So, to put it a bit strongly, the problem of a lot of

current sociology is that it assumes that the most

important social processes always happen before

we get there. Whether it is because we assume

that the early formation of self is crucial, or

because of the historical development of the

structures that constrain and enable action, the

social dynamics that we are interested in are

always pushed to the past. I think this is a very,

very powerful kind of blinder that we put on

ourselves. It’s not that early formations of habit

or structural constraints aren’t important. They

are. But if we take seriously the idea that things

happen in interaction, not only as an

instantiation of socialized actors’ moment of

action, but actually in the interaction, then we 

need to show it. So this is another impetus for

the paper, showing how that kind of situated

interactional analysis works. We are not alone in

that, but what we are trying to do here -- and

this is our contribution to interactionism -- is to

specify generalized kinds of processes that we

can see in these racist interactions, like these

processes of upshifting and downshifting, that

have been talked about but never in a precise

way that allowed interactionists to really get

traction on them. 

ST: The key word of the people we associate

with is “emergent” or “situational.” The actual

analysis of social life “while it is happening.” For

instance, in my field of medical sociology,

research has made a lot of assumptions about

what happens in the doctor-patient interaction

based on just talking to patients or just talking to

doctors, and not seeing what actually is 

Dr. Stefan Timmermans is 

Professor of Sociology at UCLA.
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happening in the interaction. Extrapolating from

that field, what we’re interested in this particular

case, is how is racism being done in the moment?

What are the mechanisms by which racism,

interactionally, gets constructed? What is the

interactional ease by which racism gets

accomplished, and what is the interactional

difficulty by which it gets countered? We show

that to upshift without any tenuous links between

one side and another side is, from a semiotic

perspective, much easier than to draw out

specificity from the situation: to define yourself

as a specific human being with specific

characteristics, rather than being lumped in by a

group. And so it’s like, what’s happening in the

turn-by-turn, signification-by-signification

moment that allows these racist rants to be so

disturbingly powerful?

 

PE: What possibilities for future change does

your approach anticipate? If people are always

upshifting and downshifting to construct racist

interactions, does that mean that those racial

conclusions are being remade in every

conversation, which suggests that all

conversations are a new opportunity for racial

upshifting not to happen? If that’s the case, then

why are these racial narratives still so durable

over time? 

ST: That’s a really good question. Obviously,

even within the interactional, if you’re going to

do this fine grained analysis of questions like,

“when does something become a type or token?”

or “when does something move from an index

to a symbol?” you’re going to talk about cultural

tropes to which these racist actions are speaking

to. So, it’s not purely emergent in that particular

kind of sense, it is already out there, but what we

are interested in is how it is activated within

interaction, and how it is very powerful within

the specifics of the situation. Because there are

lots of other things that are out there that are

countervailing cultural tropes and narratives, but

it’s not that every person invents racism in that

particular moment. It’s out there, and the

Trump administration has taught us anything,

it’s out there very strongly and it’s deeply

institutionalized. In one of the first examples we

show in this paper, what’s interesting is how

cutting in line, or a perceived cutting in line

because one person was already at the register

and the other person comes in and adds more

merchandise to the pile, triggers this entire racist

rant, and the specifics of how that gets treated

and how that builds onto itself, I think that’s

where this semiotic analysis is extraordinarily

powerful and useful.

Dr. Iddo Tavory is Professor of Sociology at

New York University.
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But it doesn’t do everything, and it doesn’t

explain what that woman is drawing from. We

don’t know anything about her except what’s in

the video, we don’t know her biography, we don’t

know what community she is part of. There is

more to it. But, of course, no bystander in the

interaction knows her biography either. These

are strangers in a store who have to make sense

of this racist outburst. We show that by paying

very careful attention to what’s happening in the

moment, you can get a lot of leverage on the

social mechanisms behind racism. We don’t

necessarily explain the durability, we talk very

little about the durabilities in terms of the police

officers and their institutionalized power, but

that's what we are gesturing to. We are not going

and digging into every aspect of, you know,

where does this doctrine of presumed immunity

come from etc. But of course that is going to play

a role.

IT: We are obviously not saying, and I don’t

think any interactionist is saying, that meanings

are created ex nihilo in every situation. People are

obviously drawing on habits, available tropes,

and specific institutionalized power relations,

including the resources that police have at the

tips of their fingers that people they are stopping

do not. There’s an interaction that we analyzed,

and it’s very hard to get at in the analysis... It’s a

guy in Philadelphia being stopped and frisked

and accused of being a drug dealer. It’s very

obvious that he is incredibly afraid. I mean,

police officers can and sometimes do shoot.

There is a gun in the interaction. That’s one

thing. The other thing is that, of course, racist

categories -- and here we really drew a lot on

Ann Morning’s work -- are crucial. So, in our

paper, on the one hand, 

saying, “I’m just a person” is downshifting to a

particular person, but on the other hand being

“just a person” puts you in a general unmarked

category of the ordinary citizen. So, it’s not

exactly downshifting, is it? That’s something that

interacting with whiteness studies allowed us to

see, and interactionists might lose sight of too

easily. So, there are powerful cultural

typifications that people are drawing on and

sometimes struggle to break free of. But, then

again, what they can and can’t choose, and how

things unfold, cannot be explained simply by

recourse to these resources. 

PE: What can the pragmatist semiotic approach

to racial interactions tell us about police

violence today? Can the concepts of upshifting

and downshifting help explain the dynamics of

what/who is perceived as potential violence,

and the reactions to that anticipation of

violence, which then do result in actual

physical violence?

IT: We know that black people are stopped a lot

more, are seen a lot more as threats, are targeted

a lot more by police. The question that we ask is,

how do these kinds of interactions unfold? I

think that part of what we are showing, and this

may be important for thinking about police

violence, is how difficult it is to counter these

forms of upshifting--of making specific cases

“stand for” more general cases. I think the

example that, for us, was really powerful was the

guy saying, “I work in a restaurant, I’m a server.”

And the police officer says, “A server? Serving

weed?” Which has nothing to do with what the

guy was just saying. But it’s so easy to take this

attempt to downshift and upshift it back, and it’s

so incredibly hard to counter these forms of 
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upshifting. So that’s one. 

The other thing, and we really saw this in the

case of the Chauvin trial, is how incredibly,

incredibly, difficult it is to indict. Partly this is

because, after the fact, when the entire

institutional power is on the side of the police,

when the police says, “well, no, it’s not because he

is black, it’s just because of this particular

situation” – they are downshifting the situation.

In terms of the legal system, this is hard to

counter. The case of the George Floyd murder

was a very unique situation in which the entire

thing was filmed and in where the violence was,

in some sense, static. The knee on George Floyd’s

neck was not moving, even though there was

intervention after intervention. But even there

the guilty verdict came as a surprise to many,

and in 99% of the cases, it’s incredibly hard to

counter police’s arguments, or police’s forms of

downshifting. 

ST: I think what’s really critical of what we show

is how extraordinarily wide the power gap

between police and victim is. At the very

elemental semiotic level, there are so many

institutionalized and enacted inequities that

demonstrate the pervasiveness of the kind of

police violence that we’ve now been sensitized to.

So I think rather than offering a solution of how

to counter this, we just show how incredibly

difficult it is, from a semiotic perspective alone,

to just reverse or neutralize the situation. And

one of the examples that we use a part of, and it’s

also striking, is the work of Forrest Stuart, who

was part of a social advocacy group on Skid Row

that aimed to take video recordings of police

when they were stopping and frisking. What his

broader work shows is that the police

basically turn the camera around and start acting

in front of the camera rather than getting this

“gotcha!” moment of the police doing something

wrong. The police become actors in front of the

camera and start to narrate particular events that

are, of course, supportive of their actions. Thus,

even being recorded on camera can be turned

against the victims and can be used to reinforce

their power. Again, a semiotic approach shows

you how exactly this is being done. So, what we

are showing is the enormous gulf between how

the police, even on the semiotic level, can get the

upper hand compared to people they stop and

frisk. 

 

IT: I think that, for me, this paper challenges

arguments like, “well, add cameras.” We can see

why it’s probably not going to work. The

changes have to be more radical. It has to be

about different actors doing different things. I

do think that what the paper shows is that if you

want these things to change, it’s not small

incremental things such as cameras, or classes on

sensitivity, that are going to do it.

ST: Just to make it clear, we also are not saying

to get rid of the cameras either – the cameras are

not sufficient but the cameras should be part,

and it’s definitely a step in the right direction.

But it’s so easy to turn it against the purposes of

surveillance turned against the victims.

 

PE: In the last 25 years, studies of race in

sociology have been grounded in the idea of

‘structural racism,’ introduced in Eduardo

Bonilla-Silva’s (1996) article, “Rethinking

Racism: Toward a Structural Interpretation.”

How does your theoretical approach 
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incorporate or depart from the ‘structural

racism’ concept as it seeks to draw attention to

the “interactional work done at the level of

meaning-making by individuals who engage in

racist actions and their targets” (Timmermans

and Tavory 296). 

ST: I think we are very similar there. Bonilla-

Silva’s exemplary work is one of the models we

kept in mind when writing this paper. He based

his analysis of color-blind racism on hesitations

to people’s questions. He did his interviews with

white students about race, and they were

presenting these very open minded perspectives,

and then he brought these personal questions:

Would you date somebody from a different race?

And there was always “uhhs” and “umms” and

flustering and escapism. That becomes the center

of his discursive analysis, which he links to more

of a structural approach. We are, I think, in tune

with that kind of an analysis. Instead of looking

at a more discursive level, we are looking at a

more semiotic level, but we also are showing that

there is a deeply institutionalized, structural

power imbalance that supports the ease by which

the police can both upshift the situation and

downshift.

IT: We are hugely indebted to people such as

Bonilla-Silva, Philomena Essed, Ann Morning,

and others. What we are trying to do in this

paper is to add this tradition by developing a way

to analyze what happens within interaction. But,

hopefully, we are very much working within this

tradition. 

PE: An important part of your theory is its

ability to take into account dynamics of power.

Yet, you only refer to Bourdieu’s symbolic 

 power (who can say what, and to what effect)

when you address this dynamic. How would

your theory relate to other forms of power such

as instrumental power, for instance?

IT: We actually thought through a number of

different analyses of power. I was talking a little

bit with people like Steven Lukes about the

paper, and we thought about Isaac Reed’s three

forms of power. Again, I think the question we

are after in this regard is “how does one specify

forms of power?” In part, this is a question about

institutional resources that one has, and in part

we draw on Reed’s notion of performative

power. But, then again, we wanted to bring it

down to a more semiotic question of

mechanisms. The question is that of the semiotic

processes through which power is exercised and

the possibilities that these semiotic processes

afford. 

For another paper on Peirceian semiotics that’s

coming out soon, we take an example from John

O’Brien’s book Keeping it Halal. In the book, he

describes the lives young Muslim kids in a

mosque in LA and, in one interaction, they are

practicing how they would counter anti-muslim

stereotyping and harrassment. Reading it makes

you realize just how difficult it is to do so. A

counselor is trying to teach them what we would

describe as techniques of downshifting they can

use when somebody accuses them of being

terrorists. And, of course, the suggestions

wouldn’t work because there is no easy way to

downshift. And what we show is that what the

kids do there is much more semiotically

sophisticated. They are saying things like “Well,

I’m a terrorist? But you look like Chewbacca!”

And it sounds funny, but if you think about it 
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semiotically it’s much more sophisticated than what

their counselor is saying, with retorts such as “no, I

am an individual person, and not a terrorist…”. So,

again, when you’re thinking about power you also

have to think about the kind of affordances that

semiotic structures have, what one can and can’t do

with such semiotic structures. If we want to get a

purchase on the enactment of power, we really have

to think about these things.

Thank you to Iddo Tavory and Stefan

Timmermans for taking the time to speak with us!  

Read the Article

Head to Sociological Theory to read Timmermans and Tavory's paper, "Racist Encounters:

A Pragmatist Semiotic Analysis of Interaction" (linked here).

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0735275120961414


Nominate a theorist to be featured! 

If you would like to nominate yourself or someone you know to be featured in future issues,

please email the co-editors at theory.newsletter@gmail.com.

Emerging Social Theorists
In each issue of Perspectives, the co-editors feature the work of early

career social theorists. 

This summer, we will feature three theorists:  

Santiago Molina 

University of California Berkeley

Emilio Lehoucq 

Northwestern University

Sourabh Singh 

Florida State University
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Emilio Lehoucq

Northwestern University
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I study a major transformation that occurred over

last three decades. Now, every day, as we open

our computers and phones we interact with and

through machine learning. I ask why machine

learning has spread since the mid 1990s across

retail, finance, love, security, music, healthcare,

manufacturing, and other institutions. Machine

learning is a category of algorithms that “learn by

themselves.” Programmers need relatively little a

priori knowledge about the substantive domain.

Instead, programmers decide over which model

to use and how to adjust the model to the data

based on the model’s predictive accuracy.

The pervasive character of machine learning

makes it important as well as theoretically

interesting. Mauss (1990 [1925]:3) pointed to the

richness of studying “total social phenomena,” or

those in which “[e]verything intermingles in

them.” In machine learning, following Mauss, “all

kinds of institutions are given expressions at one

at the same time.” The total character of machine

learning provides an empirical window into why

technologies of surveillance have come to “touch

daily life at every point,” giving rise to

“surveillance societies” (Lyon 2003:5).

 

I propose a novel explanation for why machine

learning became a total social phenomenon. My

emerging argument focuses on the interaction

between the commodification of machine

learning and a discourse favorable to automation.

Technology corporations and consultants have

made machine learning easier to buy and more

interchangeable through cloud computing and

thanks to easy-to-use software. Organizational

decision-makers desire machine learning

because they draw on a discourse favorable to

automation. They use this discourse to frame

organizational problems, imagine an automated

future, and narrate a path from present problems

to the future.

The taken-for-granted explanation for why

Emilio Lehoucq is a Ph.D. candidate in sociology at Northwestern University. He is

interested in science and technology, social movements, culture, law, religion,

statistical learning, and comparative-historical methods. His dissertation examines

why machine learning became pervasive across the private and public sectors since

the mid 1990s. His work has been published in Law & Social Inquiry and

Mobilization.

Links to Emilio's website & Twitter profile 

https://emiliolehoucq.com/
https://twitter.com/EmilioLehoucq
https://twitter.com/EmilioLehoucq
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  Jim Knowles, Explore Data Warehousing, Datamation, Vol. 42,

No. 18, 1 December 1996.

Thomas H. Davenport and Rajeev Ronanki, Artificial

Intelligence for the Real World: Don’t Start with the Moon

Shots, Harvard Business Review, January-February 2018, p. 116.

machine learning is so pervasive is that “it works.” But that is not so

clear. Consultants selling machine learning acknowledge that

measuring the return on investment of machine learning is not

easy. In 1996, a national partner of what is now

PricewaterhouseCoopers encouraged corporations to “take on

faith” that projects “will affect the bottom line” (Note 1). Similarly,

in 2018 two Deloitte-affiliated consultants argued that “[a]lthough

the early successes are relatively modest, we anticipate that these

technologies will eventually transform work" (Note 2). Empirically,

this evidence forces us to consider a new explanation.

Theoretically, we may want to place instrumental rationality in a

temporal context.
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Sourabh Singh

Florida State University
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My primary research interest is in studying the

changing relation between objective social

structures and subjective point of view. I have

developed new insights on how the two

reproduce and transform each other by studying

the history of changing political structure and

political elite’s subjectivity in India during the

1919-1984 period. 

I am currently engaged with meta-theoretical

debates on the ontological assumptions and

epistemological strategies for conducting

sociological analysis. In my forthcoming work on

state, politics, and social movements in India, I

aim to empirically demonstrate the relevance of

engaging with these debates in order to develop a

deeper and more precise comprehension of the

relation between social actors’ subjective point of

view and structural conditions of their world. 

I am fascinated by the unique nature of the social

world, which is simultaneously objective and

socially constructed. If the social world is indeed

socially constructed, then when and why do we

begin to believe in it as if it were independent of

our subjective perception? Is the subjectively

perceived world an epiphenomenon of the

underlying forces that remain invisible to

immediate perception? Or is it an emergent

reality, which – despite being created by the

relations among multiple social forces – is driven

by its own internal logic? 

These are the kinds of theoretical questions that I

am trying to answer through my research work

on the history of Indian politics.

Sourabh Singh is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Sociology at the

Florida State University, Tallahassee. He specializes in the areas of Political

Sociology, Sociological Theory, Comparative and Historical Sociology, and

Culture. His work has been published in Sociological Theory, Theory and Society,

Philosophy of Social Sciences, Journal of the Theory of Social Behavior, and Journal of

Critical Realism. He teaches courses on Sociological Theory and Political

Sociology.
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My dissertation, How Science Produces Institutions:

The Practice and Politics of Genome Editing,

 examines the social, scientific, and political

struggles being waged over the revolutionary

genome-editing technology CRISPR-Cas9. With

over 20 clinical trials for treating genetic diseases

with CRISPR underway, stakeholders continue to

debate issues of equity, racial justice, ethics, and

ableism surrounding the modification of human

DNA. I reframe these struggles theoretically as a

problem of institutionalization: How is the idea

and discourse of genome editing rendered into a

durable set of practices that become legitimated

and taken for granted? To answer this question, I

draw from participant observation, in-depth

interviews, and archival research to trace the

trajectory of scientific practices as they move

from the laboratory to the clinic and interrogate

the sites at which decisions are made about the

ethics, safety, and priorities of genome editing. 

This line of inquiry is motivated, at its core, by 

the work of Troy Duster. Duster argued that

genetic technologies and genetic ways of thinking

about health, illness, and human difference have

become increasingly ideologically penetrant

since the mid-20th century. Following Duster’s

theoretical framework of the prism of

heritability, my research examines the

justifications and moral imperatives behind

scientists’ efforts to make modifying your DNA

and your children’s DNA a widespread practice. 

The theory of institutionalization I have begun to

outline provides a framework for thinking about

how a morally controversial practice, in this case

modifying human DNA, can become normalized.

This theory has three main antecedents: First, I

draw from the interactionist theory of

institutionalization developed by Peter L. Berger

and Thomas Luckmann, as well as, the

organizational insights of New Institutionalism.

Their insights help me analyze how scientists, 

Santiago J. Molina (he/they) is a PhD candidate in the department of

sociology at UC Berkeley and will be joining Northwestern University as

a postdoctoral fellow in the Science in Human Culture Program in the

Fall 2021. Molina’s research broadly seeks to understand the

relationship between the production of knowledge and the production

of social order, and the ways in which the bodies and tissues of Black,

Indigenous, and other people of color are recruited into this

production. 
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regulators and clinicians arrive at a shared

vocabulary for talking about genome editing in

specific situations and then inscribe this

vocabulary in standard operating protocols,

technical glossaries and formal guidelines.

Second, I build on work at the intersection of

political sociology and sociology science to trace

networks of actors and identify the social

mechanisms underlying power struggles in the

field of genome editing. Last, the theory is

underscored by the ideas of Michel Foucault and

Georges Canguilhem, who drew attention to how

people’s bodies are the site at which normalcy

and normativity are reconfigured. 

 I bridge these three antecedents to explore

institutionalization as a reciprocal process that

occurs iteratively at the site of interaction

between different kinds of actors. In the case of

CRISPR, I find that scientists concentrate

decision-making power through interactions with

biopharmaceutical firms and regulators,

ultimately allowing genome editing practices and 

the discourse surrounding them to become

normative and acquire permanence in society.

This realization of the prism of heritability has

immediate implications for patient communities

of rare genetic diseases; for example, sickle-cell

anemia patients have raised the concern that they

will bear the burden of risk in experimental

treatments for therapies that will ultimately be

unaffordable to their communities. However, the

normalization of genome editing also has broader

implications as scientists target genes involved in

diseases with complex social etiologies like

asthma, heart disease, and diabetes. 

Ultimately my work suggests that if more

different voices (e.g. patients, their families,

nurses, disability justice advocates, health

disparities researchers, social scientists and

scientists in training) are not included in shaping

genome editing, then the risk is high that CRISPR

will reproduce health inequities.



ASA Theory Section Awards

JUNIOR THEORIST AWARD

For the best paper produced by an early career sociologist

Paul Joosse and Robin Willey. 2020. "Gender and Charismatic Power," Theory 

and Society 49(4):533-561. 

Honorable Mention

Christina Simko. 2020. "Marking Time in Memorials and Museums of Terror: 

Temporality and Cultural Trauma," Sociological Theory 38(1):51-77.

Committee: Besnik Pula (Chair), Neil Gong, Katrina Quisumbing King, Poulami Roychowdhury.

BEST GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD

Co-Winners:

Andrew Le. “The Third Element of Migration.”

Yuchen Yang. "What's Hegemonic about Hegemonic Masculinity?"

Honorable Mentions:

Laura Acosta Gonzales. "Victimhood Dissociation and Conflict Resolution"

Demar Lewis. “Troubling America’s Historical Waters.”

Committee: Fatma Gocek (chair), Sourabh Singh, Christina Simko, Jakob Habinek.

20
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ASA Theory Section Awards

THEORY PRIZE 

For the Best Paper in the field of Social Theory

Co-Winners:

Victor Ray (2019). "A Theory of Racialized Organizations," American 

Sociological Review 84(1): 26-53.

Michael Sauder(2020). "A Sociology of Luck," Sociological Theory 38(3): 193-216.

Committee: Rhacel Parrenas (chair). Camilo Leslie, Michal Pagis, Natalie Aviles, Ellis Monk.

LEWIS A. COSER AWARD

Given to a mid-career sociologist whose work holds great promise 

for setting the agenda in the field of Sociology

Greta Krippner (University of Michigan).

 

Committee: Simone Polillo (chair), Chas Camic, Raul Perez, Monika Krause.
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JUNIOR THEORIST
SYMPOSIUM
15th Annual Junior Theorists Symposium

August 5th and 6th, 2021

Panels held via Zoom, open to all, closed captioning available

Please register via the link provided for each day you plan to attend

Special thanks to the Theory section for generously sponsoring caregiving 

scholarships for this year’s participants!

The JTS is also accepting donations for the symposium to provide a financial 

reserve for next year’s organizers. JTS organizers hope that next year’s event is in-person, and 

traditionally the graduate student organizers have fronted the funds to host the event. 

These costs include reserving a room and serving food at the symposium. If you are a faculty

member, the suggested donation is $10. Please donate here, Venmo: @JTS-2021

Thank you!

20
21
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Thursday, August 5th, Register to Attend (link here)

10am-11:30am PT/ 1pm to 2:30pm ET

Panel 1: Identities, Diasporas, and Memorializations

Discussant: Jean Beaman (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Presenters:

Rui Jie Peng (University of Texas at Austin), “Rightful Bargaining: Rural Women Making

Claims for Social Provisions in China’s Targeted Poverty Alleviation Program”

Sandra Portocarrero (Columbia University), “Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Work and a

Theory of Racialized Expertise”

 

Antonio Montañés Jimenez (University of St Andrews), “Christianity, ethnicity and Gitano

politics of memory in Spain”

 

Gaurav J. Pathania (Georgetown University), “In Search of a New Identity: Anti-Caste

Activism among Dalit Diaspora in the United States”

11:40am-12:10pm PT/ 2:40pm-3:10pm ET

Keynote Address: Kyle Green (SUNY Brockport) and Daniel Winchester (Purdue University),

winners of the 2019 Junior Theorist Award for “Talking your self into it: How and when

accounts shape motivation for action.”

12:30pm to 2pm PT/ 3:30 pm to 5pm ET

Panel 2: Race, Markets, and Work

Discussant: Fred Wherry (Princeton University)

Presenters:

Parijat Chakrabarti (Princeton University), “Platform Vision, or Sense-Making in a

Platformed World: New Economy Experiments in the Produce Markets of “Silicon

Savannah”

Meredith Hall (The New School for Social Research), “Property and Its Provenance: A Case

Study of the Emergence of Ownership”
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https://ucsb.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DJh6n5mpSUGhr8TEAKRJww
https://soc.ucsb.edu/people/jean-beaman
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/sociology/graduate/gradstudents/profile.php?id=rp28275
https://sociology.columbia.edu/content/sandra-veronica-portocarrero
https://uesa.sav.sk/?q=en/node/2568
https://gauravjpathania.com/
http://www.kylegreen.org/
https://cla.purdue.edu/directory/profiles/daniel-winchester.html
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Anjanette M. Chan Tack (University of Chicago), “When Gender Conflict Breaks Racial

Alignment: Gendered Racial Schemas and Immigrant Identity Choice at the Black/Asian

Interface”

 

Davon Norris (Ohio State University), “To Score or Not to Score: Racial Inequality and an

Epistemology of Ignorance in an Algorithmic Age”

 

Friday August 6th, Register to Attend

10am to 11:30am PT/ 1pm to 2:30pm ET

Panel 3: Categorization, temporality, and expertise

Discussant: Gil Eyal (Columbia University)

Presenters:

Arvind Karunakaran (McGill University), “Truce Structures: Minimizing Protracted

Jurisdictional Conflicts between Professions”

 

Angela Serrano (University of Wisconsin-Madison), “Towards a Multispecies Sociology: Oil

Palm Trees as Mediators of Social Inequality”

 

Blair Sackett (University of Pennsylvania), “It’s About Time: The Temporal Dimensions of

Social Capital in a Refugee Camp”

 

Tara Gonsalves (University of California, Berkeley) “Trans Circulations: Institutionalizing

Gender Categories”

11:40am-12:10pm PT/ 2:40pm-3:10pm ET

Keynote Address: Neil Gong (University of Michigan and University of California, San Diego),

winner of the 2020 Junior Theorist Award for "Between Tolerant Containment and Concerted

Constraint: Managing Madness for the City and the Privileged Family."

12:30pm to 2pm PT/ 3:30 pm to 5pm ET

After Panel: “Theorizing for Troubled Times”

Panelists: Javier Auyero (University of Texas, Austin), Jennifer Carlson (University of Arizona),

Harvey Molotch (New York University), Christina Simko (Williams), and Howard Winant

(University of California, Santa Barbara)
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Adriaans, Jule, Sandra Bohman, Matteo Targa, Stefan Liebig, 

Thomas Hinz, Guillermina Jasso, Bernhard Kittel, and Clara Sabbagh. 2020.

Justice and Fairness in Europe: Topline Results from Round 9 of the

European Social Survey. ESS Topline Results, Issue 10.

 

Jasso, Guillermina, and Johan René van Dorp. 2020. “Samuel 

Kotz.” In Paul Atkinson, Sara Delamont, Alexandru Cernat, Joseph W.

Sakshaug, and Richard A. Williams (eds.), SAGE Research Methods

Foundations. London, UK: Sage Publications.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781526421036797288 .

 

Dorp, Johan René van, and Guillermina Jasso. 2020. “Norman 

Johnson.” In Paul Atkinson, Sara Delamont, Alexandru Cernat, Joseph W.

Sakshaug, and Richard A. Williams (eds.), SAGE Research Methods

Foundations. London, UK: Sage Publications.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781526421036840281 .

 

 Jasso, Guillermina. 2021. “Inequality and Justice.” Pp. 209-243 in 

Seth Abrutyn and Kevin McCaffree (eds.), Theoretical Sociology: The Future

of a Disciplinary Foundation. New York, NY: Routledge.

 

Jasso, Guillermina. 2021. “Analyzing Migration Restriction 

Regimes.” Frontiers in Sociology 6:610432.

https://doi.org/10.3389/fsoc.2021.610432 .

Siciliano, Michael. 2021. Creative Control: The Ambivalence of Work in 

the Culture Industries. Columbia University Press. 
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